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Abstract: In 2014 we analysed ALS data as a part of the „Mikroregion osadniczy we Wleniu w X-XVIII w. Ewidencja elementów krajobrazu kulturowego“
project. The results allowed identifying several previously unknown sites related to exploitation of secondary gold deposits. The sites cover vast areas and
contain large variety of preserved terrain forms. In our paper we discuss the main characteristics of such sites and problems related to excavating and
studying them in the context of cultural landscape transformation.
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SETTLEMENT MICROREGION OF WLEŃ

Wleń (Lähn) is a small town located in the foothills
of Izery Mountains, by the river Bóbr (Fig. 1). In the
Middle Ages it was a central site. A stronghold – a center
of a settlement area – was established there, followed by
a castle which played the administrational role of a capital of
a district (Weichbild). The transformations of the settlement
system within the area from the Middle Ages to the preindustrial period make it a model for the piedmont areas
of Central Europe (Chorowska et al. 2016). Archaeological
research confirms the existence of a settlement on Zamkowa
Góra in 10th–11th century. In 12th century the centre had
been mentioned in the contexts of a border point. The
challenging terrain and climatic conditions, confirmed
by the few existing archaeological sources suggest the low
population density of the area. The Slavic origin, especially
along the Bóbr river, may be confirmed by the names of the
villages mentioned in a document from 1217: Nelezino et
Ztrisoua et de Pilhovic identified as the modern villages of
Nielestno (Waltersdorf), Pilchowice (Mauer), Strzyżowiec
(Tschischdorf) and establishing of a market place prior to
the foundation of the town of Lwówek Śląski – Sobota upon
Bóbr (Appelt 1939, Młynarska-Kaletynowa 1980).
The situation changes at the turn of 12th and 13th century,
when the large-scale colonization action held by the dukes of
Piast dynasty (especially descendants of Bolesław Wysoki –
Henryk Brodaty and his successors) moved to the piedmont
terrains (Zientara 1975, Gawlas 2000). Before the mid-13th
century the area between two gold-bearing rivers – Kwisa
and Bóbr became subject to the colonization action. Long
strings of forest villages (Haldhufendorf) were established
there. Mining activities near the newly established towns
of Złotoryja and Lwówek Śląski intensified at the time and
lasted till the Hussite wars and later, with varying intensity,
in the modern period until 20th century. Mining caused

significant transformation of the landscape. There are well
preserved mining sites in the forest on the right hand side of
Bóbr river, north from Sobota, expanding in enclaves up to
Bolesławiec (Cembrzyński et Legut-Pintal 2014, Stolarczyk
2009).
Up until now there are no identified historical remains
of gold mining within the former Wleń district, despite
the well-known evidence of rich gold deposits in the area
(Dziekoński 1972, Stolarczyk 2012). This state has not even
been influenced by the Archaeological Picture of Poland
(Archeologiczne Zdjęcie Polski, AZP) governmental
programme. The AZP methodology was not adequate
for the piedmont terrain, characterised by high variance
of altitude and mostly covered by forest. The remains of
mining activities related to gold extraction were confirmed
by archaeological survey near the border of the Wleń district:
in Jeżów Sudecki, Płoszczyna and near Sobota on the edge
of the vast mining field of Lwówek Śląski Płakowice (Firszt
2006, 2009, Kaźmierczyk 1976).
One of the main reasons of the lack of interest of Silesian
gold mining researchers and historians in the area around
Wleń is the complete absence of historical references to the
mining activities. This may be caused by the destruction of
the archive placed in Wleń castle during the fire in 1646. The
only mentions of ore exploitation before 19th century is vague
information in local chronicles, guide books and literature,
not always confirmed in historical sources. Among others,
a historian and the author of the Wleń chronicles Augustin
Knoblich mentions a document from 1479, listing two mines
(Bergwerke) in Pławna (Knoblich 1863). The connection
between Pławna and gold exploitation from placer deposits
can be deduced even from its name (Schmottseiffen),
containing the -seiffen suffix indicating its role – washing (the
Schmott- prefix may be related to Schamotte – clay) (Zientara
1975). The knowledge and awareness of the existence of gold
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deposits near Strzyżowiec and Pilchowice can be confirmed
by the notes taken by a Silesian philosopher and botanist
Caspar Schwenckfeld (1600).
Searching for gold in the Wleń area flourishes again in
19th and 20th century, along with exploration companies

(mainly searching for gold and arsene) and the establishment
of mining fields in Radomice, Klecza, Pilchowice, Pławna
and Lubomierz. During exploitation of the new mines, some
of the older sites were discovered – some date them back to
the 30-years war (Madziarz et Kobylańska 2010).

Fig. 1. Location of Wleń/Lahn district (Prepared by A. Łuczak).
Obr. 1. Lokalizace okresu Wleń/Lähn (Sestavila A. Łuczak).

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
RESEARCHED AREA

The settlement micro-region of Wleń is situated on both
sides of Bóbr river, which forms a natural boundary between
the piedmont of Izery Mountains and Kaczawskie Mountains
and their foothills. The landscape is typical for mountains
and piedmonts, with altitude range of 500 m (between 200
and 700 m a. s. l.), its lowest point being the riverbed. The
valley of Bóbr river crosses the geological formations longitudinally, separating Izery and Kaczawskie Mountains.
The area of former Wleń district has a complex geological
structure, with plenty of step faults.
The whole range of occurrence of Paleozoic slates in the
southern part of Kaczawska structure is highly gold-bearing
(Mikulski 2007). By the best of today’s knowledge, the gold
deposits are classified as the genetic type of orogenic sill
deposits due to the location of the gold ore being strongly
connected to the tectonics and lithology of the surroundings
– the veins lay most often along the lithological limits and
170

follow the surface of axial folds (NW-SE). The mineralization
model developed for the southern part of the gold bearing
area of Kaczawy mountains assumes the existence of
hydrothermal post-magma metamorphic systems dated
from late Carboniferous to early Permian, strongly related to
the appearing and development of regional and local tectonic
zones (Mikulski 2007). The Au deposits were exploited up to
200m depth and their complex geological structure (nearly
vertical layout of veins and dip-slip faults) and difficult
hydrogeological conditions caused that only part of the
most shallow gold bearing sulfide ore deposits was extracted
– for example in Pławna and Klecza. The vein deposits are
most commonly of 200–300 m deep and when the veins
are several kilometers long, they may appear even at 1–2
km depth. Single deposits are rather small, but occur in
groups as regional geological-tectonic structures, creating
numerous ore fields and provinces. The southern area of
Kaczawy mountains and hills near Radomice seems to be
a typical gold bearing province.
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According to the report published by Polish National
Mining Institute (Państwowy Instytut Górniczy) highlighting
gold deposits in Poland, the area of the villages located in
close proximity of Wleń – Klecza and Radomice – was
recognised as one with the biggest potential in the terms of
the amount of gold in known, but not exploited quartz-gold,
polymetallic and gold-silver veins (Mikulski et al. 2011). The
potential of Au deposits in the region of Golejów-KleczaRadomice-Nielestno, due to the lack of research on the depth
of most of the quartz-sulfide veins is difficult to estimate.
Singular ore bearing veins in the region can be characterised
in various gold amounts, from tens to hundreds of kilograms.
There is no precise data available for the total extracted
volume of gold in the area. The estimated total amount of
gold in the region is between 0.675 and 2.7 Mg Au.
The report also informs about the existence of the placer
gold deposits as an accompanying resource in sands and
quartz gravels, along Bóbr river – between Piechowice
and Kruszowice and in tertiary sediments of Bóbr-Kwisa
and Bóbr-Kaczawa watersheds. Since 1957 the mineral
deposits study has been held in the stream valleys of Kaczawy
mountains and Izery piedmont. In the region of Radomickie
hills some alluvia samples were taken for marking for heavy
metals. An increased content of Pb, Cu, Ni and V was
found in all streams in the range from Siedlęcin, through
Strzyżowiec, Pilchowice, Radomice, Klecza, Golejów to
Pławna (Madziarz et Kobylańska 2010). Interestingly, during
this research gold was not marked. There were also no other
geological research held for the purpose of establishing the
origin and amount of gold in sands and gravels in the stream
valleys and hills near Radomice.

EXAMPLES OF DISCOVERED MINING SITES

As part of the „Mikroregion osadniczy we Wleniu…”
project, the search for gold mining-related places was done
by the means of detailed analysis of a shaded relief of Digital
Elevation Model (DEM) based on airborne laser scanning
data (1×1 m grid cell size, data from ISOK programme).
We searched mostly for the characteristic terrain forms –
remains of shafts, piles of output, washing sites in the shape
similar to the known sites from the area of Lwówek Śląski
and Legnica (Mikołajowice, Wądroże) (Cembrzyński, Legut-Pintal 2014). We found 12 sites related to exploitation
of secondary gold deposits within the researched area (Fig.
2). Their shape reflects the specific terrain conditions and
the layout of the gold bearing layer.
A group of 5 sites of unknown chronological relations were
discovered along the Jamna stream and its tributaries. The
Łupki no. 44 site can be divided into several functional zones
– a mine, where the ore was extracted and washing sites
placed about 400 m from the mine (Fig. 3–4). There was also
a transport zone connecting the above. An open pits zone
is placed on the western slope of Radziej hill, from the foot
to the top and covering 5 ha. It consists of the exploitation
level with piles of gangue output and roads between them,
for the purpose of transporting the output to the washing
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sites. There are many pebbles in the output piles, along with
quartz. Above the side wall, being a border of the open pits
area, a shaft zone can be found. There are remains of ca. 40
shafts in different condition. The funnel-shaped remains of
shaft are from 2 to 5 m in diameter. The washing site is located in a valley of an unnamed stream (being a tributary to
a stream crossing Łupki and ending in Jamna). During field
survey relics of a small rectangular building of an unstable
construction, probably recessed, were found.
There are some well-preserved mining pits in nearby Klecza
(site no. 1), located along the edge of height, in the Jamna
valley (Fig. 5–6). Dimensions of the exploitation wall in the
quarry are: height – from 5 to 8 m and length – 400 m. Numerous piles of gangue output, consisting of soil and pebbles are
placed vertically to the side wall. The piles are accompanied by
a funnel-shaped system of gorges, the remains of a transport
and communication system, leading longitudinally from the
side wall to the stream down the hill – Jamna. Most probably
the site made one mining area along with Łupki no. 45 site,
where the remains of poorly preserved open pits of similar
structure were found. The side wall 180 m long is placed on the
edge of stream valley and runs along SW-NE axis. The partially
preserved piles of output are vertical to the stream with gorges
between them, remains of communication systems, allowing
transporting the output near the stream.
In the close proximity to Łupki 45 site there are relics of
mining activities marked as Łupki 46 (Fig. 7). The site consists of two mining pits, the side walls 60 and 35 m long, funnel shaped, narrowing towards the end the width of a road,
at the bottom of the gorge. The walls are 6–8 m high. On the
hill above the open pits there are visible relics of 20 buried
shafts, all of them 5 m in diameter and about 2 m deep.
The area of preserved relics of mining activities covers ca.
1.5 ha. The output from the site was most probably washed
in Jamna stream. There are no visible remains of washing
facilities due to the transformations of the stream valley
(ponds, a millrace).
In the upper course of Jamna stream we discovered an
accumulation of terrain forms related to mining activities,
marked as Golejów no 6 (Fig. 8). The site contains excavations in form of open pits, located on the slopes of the
valley, and the washing area, placed at the bottom, near the
stream. The pit, with side wall 200 m long and 5 m high, is
located longitudinally on the western slopes of the valley.
Piles of output lay in the stream valley, especially in the
place where the unnamed stream joins Jamna. The height
of the piles is up to 3 m and the largest are over 50 m long.
Part of the relics in this region may be connected with the
works in „Dennoch Glückauf ” mine, which functioned on
top of the hill.
A large complex of relics that may be related to gold
mining can be found in the eastern part of Radomickie hills.
The site, known as Radomice no. 1 is located in headwaters
and upper course of Kościelnica stream and stretches up
to 2 km, mainly in the southern part of the valley, entirely
covered with forest (Fig. 9–10). The mining excavations
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placed directly on the slopes of stream valley are relatively
poorly preserved. The exploitation was being held using open
pits in an unplanned and chaotic way, there are also several
buried shafts. Numerous piles of output are placed unevenly
along the stream, being a mark of washing activities. The
central part of the Pilchowicki stream is occupied by fish
ponds, possibly located on former setters. The total area
of the site is nearly 68 ha. Similar forms of mining relics
were discovered in headwaters of Dziki Potok in nearby
Maciejowiec.
A more systematic system of mines and washing facilities
was identified in Pławna Górna (site no. 19) (Fig. 11–12).
The gold bearing layer exploitation zone was located on
a hill between the valleys of Srebrna, where the village itself

Fig. 3. Mining site Łupki no. 44, A – Shaded DTM, B – Topographic map
with the site extension, C – profile of the mining area, (Prepared by M.
Legut-Pintal).
Obr. 3. Hornická lokalita Łupki č. 44, A – stínovaný DMT, B – topografická
mapa s vyznačením celkové rozlohy lokality, C – profil těžební plochy
(Sestavila M. Legut-Pintal).

Fig. 2. Location of mining sites: 1– Pławna Górna no. 19, 2 – Milęcice no. 7,
3 – Milęcice no. 8, 4 – Golejów no. 6, 5 – Łupki no. 44, 6 -– Klecza no. 1, 7 –
Łupki no. 45, 8 – Łupki no. 46, 9 – Radomice no. 1, 10 – Maciejowiec no. 1,
11 – Pilchowice no. 4, 12 – Strzyżowiec no. 2; (Prepared by M. Legut-Pintal).
Obr. 2. Místa s doklady těžby: 1- Pławna Górna č. 19, 2 – Milęcice č. 7, 3 –
Milęcice č. 8, 4 – Golejów č. 6, 5 – Łupki č. 44, 6 – Klecza č. 1, 7 – Łupki č.
45, 8 – Łupki č. 46, 9 – Radomice č. 1, 10 – Maciejowiec č. 1, 11 – Pilchowice
č. 4, 12 – Strzyżowiec č. 2; (Sestavila M. Legut-Pintal).

Fig. 4. Mining site Łupki no. 44 – piles of output, (Photo by M. Legut-Pintal).
Obr. 4. Hornická lokalita Łupki č. 44 – vytěžené haldy (Foto M. Legut-Pintal).
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Fig. 5. Mining site Klecza no. 1, A -Shaded DTM, B – Topographic map
with the site extension, C – profile of the mining area, (Prepared by M.
Legut-Pintal).
Obr. 5. Hornická lokalita Klecza č. 1, A – stínovaný DMT, B – topografická
mapa s vyznačením celkové rozlohy lokality, C – profil těžební plochy
(Sestavila M. Legut-Pintal).
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Fig. 6. Mining site Klecza no. 1, wall of a open-pit mine (Photo by M.
Legut-Pintal).
Obr. 6. Hornická lokalita Klecza č. 1, stěna těžební jámy (Foto M. Legut-Pintal).
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is located, and an unnamed stream, west to the hamlet of
Młodochów and road leading from Jelenia Góra to Lwówek
Śląski. The site consists of a relatively well preserved open
pit, with a 750 m long side wall and numerous piles of output
placed vertically to the excavation site wall, and a partially
preserved field of shafts located on a flat area near the top of
the hill. Several sole shafts can be also found near the edge
of the pit. There are also remains of roads and piles of output
in cuplike shape, leading towards the bottom of the stream
valley, in the southern part of the site, below the shafts area.
Presumably the washing sites dedicated to the excavation site
were located both in the valleys of Srebrna and the unnamed
stream on the southern part of the hill, where a system of
dams, creating ponds can be found. The site in Pławna was
exploited recently, possibly as a source of aggregate.
The cuplike systems are also characteristic to the sites
discovered on the right river bank of Bóbr, in Pilchowice and
Strzyżowiec. The excavation sites (known as Pilchowice no.
4) are located in the lower part of the slopes of a hill named
Czyżyk. The open pits form a system of cuplike or funnel
form, narrowing to the width of a road and a gorge, leading
down towards the Bóbr river valley. There are 6 roads relics
visible in the area. The side wall is 200 m long and 5 m high,
located longitudinally. The central part of the pit was destroyed by the railway works on the route from Jelenia Góra
to Lwówek Śląski in 1909. Most probably, the aggregate for
that purpose was also extracted there. In south-eastern part
of the site, some residential buildings were erected.

Fig. 7. Mining site Łupki no. 47, relics of a mining shaft (Photo by M.
Legut-Pintal).
Obr. 7. Hornická lokalita Łupki č. 47, pozůstatky důlní šachty (Foto M.
Legut-Pintal).

Fig. 8. Mining site Golejów no. 6, shaded DTM, A – location of a gold mine
„Dennoch Glückauf ” (Prepared by M. Legut-Pintal).
Obr. 8. Hornická lokalita Golejów č. 6, A – lokalizace zlatého dolu „Dennoch
Glückauf “ (Sestavila M. Legut-Pintal).

Fig. 9. Mining site Radomice no. 1, A – shaded DTM, B – topographic
map with the site extension, C – profile of the mining area (Prepared by
M. Legut-Pintal).
Obr. 9. Hornická lokalita Radomice č. 1, A – stínovaný DMT, B – topografická mapa s vyznačením celkové rozlohy lokality, C – profil těžební plochy
(Sestavila M. Legut-Pintal)..
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SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTIC FORMS,
KNOWLEDGE ACQUIRED DURING
RESEARCH, PROBLEMS RELATED TO
DATING OF THE SITES AND POTENTIAL FOR
FURTHER STUDIES

Strzyżowiec no. 2 site mostly consist of partially preserved
relics of open pits, located along the Strzyżówka valley on
northern and north-east edge of Czyżyk hill slopes, along the
road from Strzyżowiec to Pilchowice (Fig. 13). The side wall
height is 3–4 m. Its length, possible to be identified based
on partial relics was about 1.2 km. Cuplike shaped mining
excavations with numerous roads in gorges, are placed
vertically to the side wall. There is no clear evidence of the
existence of washing sites in the stream valley.

Performed analysis of DEM shaded relief revealed the
existence of several previously unknown mining sites of
a vast area (from few to ca. 70 ha), located mainly on the
west side of Bóbr river, in the region of Izery piedmont. The

Fig. 10. Mining site Radomice no. 1, terrain forms in the Pilchowicki Stream
valley (Photo by M. Legut-Pintal).
Obr. 10. Hornická lokalita Radomice č. 1, terénní útvary v údolí Pilchowického potoka (Foto M. Legut-Pintal).

Fig. 12. Mining site Pławna Górna no. 19, relics of the open-pit mine,
(Photo by M. Legut-Pintal).
Obr. 12. Hornická lokalita Pławna Górna č. 19, pozůstatky těžební jámy
(Foto M. Legut-Pintal).

Fig. 11. Mining site Pławna Górna no. 19, A – shaded DTM, B – topographic map with the site extension, C –profile of the mining area (Prepared
by M. Legut-Pintal).
Obr. 11. Hornická lokalita Strzyżowiec č. 2, A – stínovaný DMT, B – topografická mapa s vyznačením celkové rozlohy lokality, C – profil těžební
plochy (Sestavila M. Legut-Pintal).

Fig. 13. Mining site Strzyżowiec no. 2, A – shaded DTM, B – topographic
map with the site extension, C – profile of the mining area (Prepared by
M. Legut-Pintal).
Obr. 13. Hornická lokalita Pławna Górna č. 19, A – stínovaný DMT, B –
topografická mapa s vyznačením celkové rozlohy lokality, C – profil těžební
plochy (Sestavila M. Legut-Pintal).
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highest density of mining activities relics occurs around
Radomickie hills, in the valleys of streams originating in
the hills. Sites of exploitation of gold bearing sands and
gravels were identified in north-western and western part of
the massif, along the Jamna stream, in the area of Golejów,
Klecza and Łupki villages. Some large sites, most probably
connected with exploiting placer gold deposits, occur in the
southern side of Radomickie hills, in the headwaters area
of Pilchowicki and Dziki Potok streams, in Maciejowiec.
Three sites were discovered in the stream valley of Srebrna,
which crosses Pławna village. There are only few sites that
can possibly be related to exploitation of gold bearing layers
identified on the right river bank of Bóbr. There are only
poorly preserved funnel-shaped systems of roads and piles
of output on the eastern and northern slopes of Czyżyk hill,
near Pilchowice and along the Strzyżówka stream.
Newly discovered sites in the former Wleń district are
significantly different than those known from the region of
Lwówek Śląski and Złotoryja, which were exploited mainly
using shafts method. The sites around Wleń were mostly open pits. Similar mining pits are known south from
Złotoryja, in the Kaczawa river valley, near Sępowo and
Jerzmanice (nota bene Ger. Seiffenau) – in the so called
Golden Forest and the Monastic Forest – owned by Franciscans from Złotoryja (Stolarczyk 2009). Similar cuplike
or funnel-shaped systems of roads and piles of output are
also known in Głuchołazy, in the estuary of Sarni Potok
(Cembrzyńki et Legut-Pintal 2014). The reason for choosing
this method of extraction was probably the structure and
location of gold bearing layer – relatively shallow, on the
hill slopes and in river valleys. There are also sites related to
washing gold from alluvia and colluvia, that are similar in
terrain forms, identified in Czech Republic using ALS data
(Ernée et al. 2014).
The sites discovered and identified during research which
was a part of the „Mikroregion osadniczy we Wleniu od
IX do XVIII w. – Ewidencja elementów krajobrazu kulturowego” project are most probably related to search and
exploitation of placer gold deposits accompanying sands
and gravels. Although there is no evidence of exploration
of the primary (vein) deposits in Radomickie hills area in
the pre-industrial period, it appears logical that the easily
accessible placer deposits (most commonly colluvial, less frequently alluvial) could have been known and exploited since
the Middle Ages. The deposits were secondary and were the
result of the process of erosion, transportation and accumulation of the material from primary deposits occurring in
the area between Gryfów Śląski and Jelenia Góra, especially
near Klecza-Radomice. The gold layer was extracted using
open pits, rarely using shafts – there are excavation sites
characteristic to the region, funnel shaped, with the side wall
heading uphill and the output forms long piles placed along
the road. Relics of buried shafts are often found above the
side wall (Łupki nr 44, Pławna nr 19). There are two possible
explanations for that – either their purpose was to check the
further course of the gold bearing vein or the shafts were
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a form of a survey, prior to the mining pits. In several spots
the mining and washing activities were confirmed directly in
a stream valley (Radomice no. 1). The excavation sites were
not known before, although their significance and impact
on the development of settlement system and economic
conditions of Wleń district appears to be substantial. The
research held by us, as it was assumed in the project plan,
were preliminary – their goal was only to provide records
of newly discovered sites. Establishing chronology of the
excavation sites is rather problematic, due to the cultural
context – the relation of early settlement to the exploitation
of the easily accessible deposits. Rather poor written and toponomastic sources available allow only hypothetical dating
of the time period when the mines could be working from
1st half of 13th century (establishing settlements related to
gold washing) to 1st half of 17th century, when the archive
stored in Wleń castle burned. The next step of the research
should be establishing the origin and volume of the deposits
and the exact chronology of their exploitation. Because of
the lack of written sources, the only way leading to this are
the invasive and noninvasive field surveys.
The reconnaissance done thanks to the analysis of DEM
made from ALS data of the anomalies in terrain forms related to exploration of the secondary gold deposits can form
an important basis for the further research on extraction
of gold in the area of Western Sudety Mountains and their
foothills. Even the initial brief analysis indicates that similar sites, probably related to exploitation of gold and other
metals and materials exist in other regions of Izery Piedmont
(near Lubomierz and between Bóbr and Kaczawa rivers).

SUMMARY

As a part of the „Mikroregion osadniczy we Wleniu”
project, we provided analysis of the digital elevation model
(shaded relief model), created from airborne laser scanning
data gathered for the purposes of ISOK programme. The
goal was to confirm the existence of relics of mining
activities. The reason for performing the analysis was the
geographical location of former Wleń district, neighbouring
with the areas of medieval and modern gold mining in
Lwówek Śląski, Złotoryja and Jelenia Góra. Moreover, the
geological data indicate that the deposits of gold in the region
are rich.
Resulting from the analysis, 12 previously unknown
mining sites were identified, most probably related to
exploitation of the gold bearing layer of sands and gravels,
mostly using open pits method, accompanied by several
shafts relics. The excavation sites were fan-shaped – from
the side walls, a few meters high and a few hundred meters
long, came roads leading to nearby streams. Along the roads,
long piles of output were stored. In several cases, we found
a washing zone near the mining site. The smallest excavation
sites were related to washing the alluvia layer directly in the
stream valley.
Despite the relatively small scale of the discovered sites
and only initial state of research on them, the fact of their
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discovery and addition to the records will be significant for
further studies of the economy of Wleń microregion from
the Middle Ages to the modern period.

SOUHRN

Součástí projektu „Mikroregion osadniczy we Wleniu“
byla analýza digitálního výškového modelu (stínovaného
modelu reliéfu) vytvořeného pomocí dat z leteckého laserového skenování shromážděných pro účely programu
ISOK. Jeho cílem bylo potvrdit existenci pozůstatků těžební
činnosti. Důvodem pro provedení analýzy byla geografická
poloha někdejšího okresu Wleń, který sousedí s lokalitami
středověké i novověké těžby zlata Lwówek Śląski, Złotoryja
a Jelenia Góra. Geologická data kromě toho naznačují existenci bohatých ložisek zlata v daném regionu. Na základě
uvedené analýzy se podařilo identifikovat 12 do té doby
neznámých těžebních lokalit, které s největší pravděpodobností souvisejí s exploatací zlatonosné vrstvy písků a štěrků
za použití těžebních jam doprovázených několika relikty
šachet. Místa těžby měla vějířovitý tvar – od bočních stěn,
několik metrů vysokých a několik set metrů dlouhých, vedly
cesty k nedalekému vodnímu toku. Cesty byly lemovány
dlouhými haldami vytěženého materiálu. V několika případech jsme v blízkosti místa těžby identifikovali prádlo.
Rozsahem nejmenší místa těžby souvisely s promýváním
vrstvy naplavenin přímo v korytu vodního toku.
Navzdory tomu, že identifikované lokality nejsou velkého
rozsahu a jejich výzkum se nachází teprve v počáteční fázi,
poznatky z nich získané jsou důležité pro další studium
hospodářských poměrů v mikroregionu Wleń od středověku
až do novověku.
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